


Hole Distance Azimuth Tee box Hole notes

1 238 ft 348 degrees Tee box is clear Hole is in the open. There is a fence running parallel close on right. 434 ft 302 degrees

2 472 ft 152 degrees Tee box is in trees 434' NW of Hole 1 Hole is in the open.   181 ft 276 degrees

3 358 ft 323 degrees Tee box is clear 326 ft 267 degrees

4 358 ft 132 degrees In clear, just east of trees by Pull Up station Hole is in clear at top of little hill next to "Peace on Earth" pole 158 ft 238 degrees

5 253 ft 322 degrees A little bit of trees close to tee box Hole is tucked in trees south of Pull Up Station 92 ft 318 degrees

6 274 ft 168 degrees Just on NW edge of trees by Pull Up station Tucked in the tree clump to south on west side of walking trail 86 ft 77 degrees

7 258 ft 166 degrees On East side of trees across path to east Among trees just north of the "wheel" station 151 ft 46 degrees

8 351 ft 71 degrees Across unpaved path to NE of Hole 7 200 ft 134 degrees

9 275 ft 179 degrees Over by trees near starting exercise station Tucked in trees just north of water plant being built. 277 ft 206 degrees
2838 ft GRAND TOTAL OF FRONT NINE 1905 ft

(0.5 Miles) SUM OF FRONT NINE HOLES + BETWEEN HOLES 4743 ft (0.4 Miles)
(0.9 Miles)

Hole Distance Azimuth Tee box Hole notes

10 325 ft 351 degrees Near start of south loop about 277' SW of #9 249 ft 266 degrees

11 320 ft 135 degrees 102 ft 225 degrees

12 285 ft 316 degrees About 100' sw of #11 just across paved path. 78 ft 248 degrees

13 361 ft 130 degrees About 80' WSW of #12, across the unpaved path. 66 ft 174 degrees

14 285 ft 78 degrees Tee is just on other side of white fence to south 374 ft 94 degrees

15 244 ft 199 degrees 196 ft 272 degrees

16 598 ft 270 degrees 105 ft 321 degrees

17 576 ft 353 degrees About 100' NW on trail leading out of park Way to the north on other side of trees around Arm Press station. 75 ft 85 degrees

18 292 ft 86 degrees Just on other side of unpaved to the east.
3286 ft GRAND TOTAL OF BACK NINE 1245 ft

(0.6 Miles) SUM OF BACK NINE HOLES + BETWEEN HOLES 4531 ft (0.2 Miles)
(0.9 Miles)

6124 ft GRAND TOTAL OF FRONT AND BACK NINE 3150 ft

(1.2 Miles) 9274 ft (0.6 Miles)
(1.8 Miles)

FYI:
NW corner of parking lot to Tee box for #1: 103 ft 348 degrees

Hole #18 to NW corner of parking lot: 496 ft 69 degrees

Dist to next 
tee

Aziimuth to 
next tee

Hole is in the open inside the north side of the loop. Middle trees 
about half way.

Tucked among trees over by station on SE edge of North loop (near 
tee #3)

Dist to next 
tee

Aziimuth to 
next tee

To the north, lots of big trees in the middle. Hole also tucked in 
trees near where path leaves pavement

Just south of unpaved path about 250' west of 
#10

Midway between large tree clumps to SE. Mostly clear along paved 
path toward push up station
Hole is in clear to the NW, but a number of smaller trees between 
tee and hole.
Hole is in clear to the SE just past south end of unpaved path, but 
lots of trees between tee and hole, mostly closer to hole.
Hole is in clear  to E, but you run risk of disc crossing white fence if 
you miss to left (north). 

Tee is way to the east side of park in that clump 
of trees 370' away. 

Hole is tucked in tree clump to the WSW (not the clump straight 
south.)

Tee is near those few trees in the middle of the 
open field about 200' west

In the open waaaaaay on west side of field! Trees not a factor but 
distance will be…. Esp. if a wind is coming from the west!

Almost straight east towards bar station. Several trees to contend 
with between tee & hole, but hole is kinda clear.

SUM OF FRONT & BACK NINE HOLES + 
BETWEEN HOLES
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